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Abstract : In this study, a catalyst slurry was prepared with a Pt/C catalyst, Nafion ionomer 

solution as a binder, an ionic liquid (IL) (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate), deion-

ized water and ethanol as a solvent for the application to polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) 

at high-temperatures. The effect of the IL in the electrode of each design was investigated by 

performing a cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurement. Electrodes with different IL distributions 

inside and on the surface of the catalyst electrode were examined. During the CV test, the 

electrochemical surface area (ESA) obtained for the Pt/C electrode without ILs gradually 

decreased owing to three mechanisms: Pt dissolution/redeposition, carbon corrosion, and place 

exchange. As the IL content increased in the electrode, an ESA decrement was observed 

because ILs leaked from the Nafion polymer in the electrode. In addition, the CVs under con-

ditions simulating leakage of ILs from the electrode and electrolyte were evaluated. When the 

ILs leaked from the electrode, minor significant changes in the CV were observed. On the other 

hand, when the leakage of ILs originated from the electrolyte, the CVs showed different fea-

tures. It was also observed that the ESA decreased significantly. Thus, leakage of ILs from 

the polymer electrolyte caused a performance loss for the PEFCs by reducing the ESA. As a 

result, greater entrapment stability of ILs in the polymer matrix is needed to improve electrode 

performance.

 Keywords : High temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cell, Ionic liquid, Electrode, Electrochemistry

1. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) are well      

studied for a variety of applications owing to their        

environmentally friendly nature, efficiency, and high     

power density. Recently, PEFC technology has led to       

a demand for the operation of PEFCs at high        

temperatures for higher efficiency, enhanced CO     

tolerance, and easy water management.1-4) However,     

there are serious problems with the operation of       

PEFCs at high temperatures. The commercial    

perfluorosulfonic polymers such as NafionTM are    

dependent on the presence of water to solvate the    

protons from the sulfonic acid groups. To solve this    

problem, some alternative approaches have been    

proposed. Recently, non-aqueous proton-conducting   

membranes based on poly (vinylidene fluoride-    

hexafluoropropylene) (PVdF-HFP),5,6) Nafion,7) poly   

(acrylonitrile) (PAN), poly (ethyleneoxide) (PEO),    

poly (vinylalcohol) (PVA)8) and sulfonated poly (ether    

ether ketone) (SPEEK)9) have been prepared by the    

impregnation of a variety of room temperature ionic    

liquids (RTILs). Thus, ionic liquids (ILs) have been    
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considered as good candidates for the substituent of       

water in sulfonated polymers for high-temperature     

PEFCs owing to their intrinsic properties such as       

good electrochemical stability, high ionic conductivity,     

and non-flammability.10-13) For the application of ILs      

in PEFCs, IL-based composite membranes must be      

developed. Cho et al.14) reported that ILs in the        

composite membranes behaved like water under non-      

aqueous conditions. The trend in ionic conductivity      

of the composite membranes depends on the content       

of the ILs and the degree of sulfonation (DS) of the          

polymer matrix. Thus, composite membranes with     

higher amounts of ILs and more degrees of sulfonation        

(DS) of the polymer matrix showed higher ionic       

conductivity. Specifically, the ionic conductivity of     

one composite membrane (Nafion:IL ratio (wt%) =      

33.3:66.7) was 0.05 S/cm at 180oC.

In general, PEFC electrodes contain a Nafion      

ionomer, an electrocatalyst, usually a platinum electro      

catalyst supported on carbon, and sometimes     

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). In particular, the    

Nafion ionomer helps to increase a three-phase      

boundary reaction zone of catalytic activity and      

catalyst utilization, and the electrocatalyst plays a      

binding role to form electrodes for the fuel cell.15)        

Furthermore, by helping to retain moisture, it protects       

the electrodes from membrane dehydration. As     

previously mentioned, sulfonated polymers exhibit    

poor proton conductivity at high temperatures because      

of the evaporation of water in the polymer. It is         

important to improve the performance of IL-based      

electrodes. However, sulfonated polymers containing    

ILs have a serious problem, which is the leakage of         

the IL from the polymer due to poor entrapment        

stability of the ILs within the polymer matrix.14) In        

the latter case, leaked ILs will affect the platinum    

catalyst surface of the membrane electrode assembly    

(MEA), resulting in performance loss of the PEFC.

In the present work, the catalyst slurry was    

prepared with various amounts of ionic liquids. The    

effects of ILs on the electrochemical properties of    

the electrode were investigated by performing cyclic    

voltammetry (CV) measurements for the various    

electrodes with different amounts of ILs in a strong    

supporting electrolyte. In addition, cyclic voltammo-    

grams under two simulated environments, i.e., IL    

leakages from the Nafion ionomer in the electrode    

and from the polymer electrolyte, were investigated.

2. Experimental

2.1. Catalyst slurry preparation

The electrocatalyst used for the preparation of the    

electrode was 40 wt% Pt/C from Johnson Matthey. A    

5 wt% Nafion solution supplied by Dupont, Inc.,    

USA, was used as the binder in the electrode. For    

the preparation of the catalyst slurry, the required    

quantity of 40 wt% Pt/C was placed in a beaker, and    

a few drops of water were added. The required    

quantities of 5 wt% Nafion solution, ethanol, and the    

IL (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate)  

were added and ultrasonically dispersed for 30 min.    

Then, the catalyst slurry was mixed by a magnetic    

stirrer for 24 h. As listed in Table 1, three types of    

experiments were designed to produce the cyclic    

voltammograms of various electrodes.

2.2. Electrochemical evaluation

The electrochemical measurement was performed    

in a conventional three-electrode electrochemical cell    

Table 1. Three types of experiments designed to generate cyclic voltammograms with various electrodes

Experiment Type Real environment Intended environment Electrode Nafion:IL ratio (wt%)

Exp. I Electrode containing IL
Leakage of IL from Nafion 

ionomer as a binder in electrode

Electrode a 100:0

Electrode b 50:50

Electrode c 55.6:44.4

Electrode d 66.7:33.3

Electrode e 77:23

Exp. II
Injection of IL into 

H2SO4

Leakage of IL from polymer 

electrolyte

Electrode f 0:100

Electrode g 0:500

Exp. III Reference electrode  - Electrode h 100:0
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using Hg/Hg2Cl2/Cl− as a reference electrode (0.241 V       

vs. the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)) and a       

platinum wire as a counter electrode. The working       

electrodes were prepared just before the electrochemical      

measurement. A glassy carbon (GC) electrode with      

an area of 0.04 cm2 was employed as the working         

electrode. On the clean GC surface, 5 µL of catalyst         

slurry was added, measured with a digital pipette.       

Then, the working electrode was dried at room       

temperature. A glass cell that was filled with 0.5 M         

H2SO4 as a supporting electrolyte was used for       

electrochemical measurements. Electrochemical  

measurements were performed using a potentiostat     

(Solartron Analytical, Model 1470E). During CV,     

argon gas was continuously bubbled through the      

supporting electrolyte to eliminate the dissolved     

oxygen. Electrochemical measurements were   

performed using three types of experiments, as listed       

in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of each         

experiment. Experiment III was measured with only a       

Pt/C electrode as the reference electrode. Experiments      

I and II were the simulated conditions of the leaked         

ILs from the electrode and polymer electrolyte,      

respectively. In Experiments I and III, before the       

collection of electrocatalytic activities of the electrode,      

potential pulses between 0 and 1.2 V (NHE) were        

applied to stabilize the morphology and surface state       

of the electrode. Then, during 100 cycles, cyclic       

voltammograms were produced at a sweep rate of       

20 mVs−1 and 0-1.2 V (NHE) of potential range. In         

the case of Experiment II, first the electrode was        

applied with the same potential to stabilize the       

electrode surface. Then, cyclic voltammograms were     

produced at a sweep rate of 20 mVs−1 for one cycle.          

After one cycle of CV, the specified amount of the         

IL was injected into the supporting electrolyte, and    

the surface stabilizing process was performed again.    

Finally, cyclic voltammograms were produced at a    

sweep rate of 20 mVs−1 during 100 cycles.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electrochemical characteristics of the elec-    

trodes by CV

CV is typically used to characterize the fuel cell    

catalyst activity in more detail. In a standard CV    

measurement, the potential of a system is swept back    

and forth between two voltage limits while the    

current response is measured. The voltage sweep is    

generally linear with time, and the plot of the    

resulting current against voltage is called a cyclic    

voltammogram. An illustration of a typical CV    

waveform is shown in Fig. 2.16)

In fuel cells, the CV measurement is performed by    

sweeping the system voltage between approximately    

Fig. 1. Scheme of three types of cyclic voltammetry 

procedures.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic plots of a CV waveform and (b) a 

fuel cell catalyst CV curve (The peaks marked Qh and Q’h 

represent the hydrogen adsorption and desorption peaks 

on the platinum fuel cell catalyst surface).
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0 V and 1 V with respect to the anode. An example           

of a cyclic voltammogram from a fuel cell is shown         

in Fig. 2. When the potential increases from 0 V, a          

current begins to flow. There are two contributions       

to this current. One contribution is a capacitive       

charging current that flows in response to the       

linearly changing voltage. The second current     

response is nonlinear and corresponds to a hydrogen       

adsorption reaction occurring on the electrochemically     

active cathode catalyst surface. As the voltage      

increases further, this reaction current reaches a peak       

and then falls off as the entire catalyst surface        

becomes fully saturated with hydrogen. In general,      

the cyclic voltammogram of a platinum catalyst has       

three regions, which are electrochemical adsorption/     

desorption of hydrogen (0-0.4 V vs. NHE), double       

layer charging (0.4-0.6 V vs. NHE), and PtOH       

formation/reduction (0.6-1.2 V vs. NHE).

It is also believed that the electrochemical surface       

area (ESA) is one of the important parameters for        

characterizing a fuel cell electrode. A large ESA       

implies a better electrode, as more catalyst sites are        

available for electrochemical reaction in the electrode.

As shown in Fig. 2, the ESA is determined by the          

total charge (Qh) attributed to hydrogen adsorption/      

desorption according to the following equation:17)

(1)

where Qh (mC) corresponds to the area under the        

hydrogen adsorption reaction peak (0.05-0.4 V vs.      

NHE) in the cyclic voltammogram. The electrical      

charge associated with the monolayer adsorption of      

hydrogen on a Pt catalyst is 0.21 (mC/cm2).

Repeated potentiodynamic cycling between hydrogen    

adsorption and the oxide formation potential, as well       

as electrochemical treatment as in constant potential      

holds, can change the ESAs of catalyst electrodes.       

The effect of cycling repeatedly between 0-1.2 V       

(NHE) on the cyclic voltammogram of a Pt catalyst        

electrode is shown in Fig. 3. The degradation in ESAs         

can be ascribed to several mechanisms such as an        

increase in particle size of the Pt particles due to         

dissolution/redeposition/surface migration, carbon  

corrosion and the consequent loss of Pt dispersion,       

and change in the structure and composition of       

platinum by place-exchange processes.

Dissolution of Pt from small catalyst particles    

followed by its redeposition on a larger particle can    

cause an increase in particle size and thus a decrease    

in the ESA of Pt.18) However, if Pt dissolves without    

redeposition in the electrolyte, it will decrease the    

particle size, increase the surface roughness, and thus    

increase ESA. Kinoshita et al.19) studied the effect of    

potential cycling on Pt dissolution for a Pt foil sheet    

and for a graphite-supported Pt electrode, with the    

amount of dissolved Pt differing by two orders of    

magnitude. The ESA increased for the foil in spite    

of the high rate of Pt dissolution, whereas the area    

decreased for the other two electrodes. If the dissolved    

platinum were to redeposit on a large particle,    

assisted by electrochemical reduction and surface    

diffusion, then the particle size can increase leading to    

a reduction in the ESA. Pt dissolution and redeposition    

are likely to occur in the potential region of 1.0-1.2 V    

(NHE), as suggested by the potential-PH diagram for    

a Pt catalyst.20)

Corrosion of carbon support can lead to movement    

and the consequent agglomeration of Pt particles.    

Carbon oxidation occurs through two pathways: an    

incomplete oxidation leading to the formation of    

surface groups or a complete oxidation to gaseous    

carbon dioxide. In cycling at potentials below 1 V,    

carbon corrosion is influenced by the presence of Pt.    

At these potentials, Pt interacts with water to form    

adsorbed oxygen species such as Pt-OHads, the    

stability of which depends strongly on the applied    

potential.21) Carbon oxidation to gaseous species can    

ESA
Q
h

0.21
----------=

Fig. 3. CV of commercialized MEA after repeating 
CV test (40 wt% commercialized Pt/C electrode, scan 
rate 20 mV s−1).
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cause agglomeration of Pt particles leading to a       

decrease in surface area due to the loss of catalyst         

dispersion.22,23)

3.2. Place-exchange mechanism

When Pt interacts with a chemisorbed OH species,       

a place exchange of OH species can occur leading        

to changes in the chemical composition of the Pt        

catalyst.24-27) Pt-OH place-exchange reactions can    

occur during cycling when the Pt surface undergoes       

repetitive formation and reduction of electrochemi-     

sorbed OH. Chemisorbed hydrogen can also alter the       

surface reconstruction and cause an increase in      

surface stress in the Pt catalyst. The surface oxygen        

can react with water to generate a hydroxide radical,        

or it can undergo place exchange. The surface       

hydroxyl species can also undergo place exchange      

with Pt atoms. This modified Pt may have a        

different interaction with oxygen and hydrogen.

3.3. Changes in the ESAs with CV cycling

Fig. 4 shows the CVs obtained for a Pt/C        

electrode without an IL in the potential range of 0-         

1.2 V (NHE). Some typical peaks are observed       

showing the oxidation-reduction of Pt and the      

desorption-adsorption of hydrogen on the Pt surface.      

Changes in the ESA for 100 cycles of CV are also          

observed. As shown in Fig. 4, the ESA gradually        

decreased during repeated cycles. After 100 cycles of       

CV, the ESA decreased about 13% with respect to        

the initial ESA. As mentioned above, the ESA       

decrement of Pt catalysts can be explained by Pt    

dissolution/redeposition, carbon corrosion, and Pt-    

exchange during the CV measurements.28-30) For    

comparison, the CVs of a Pt/C electrode containing    

an IL are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that    

the CVs of Fig. 5 are similar to those of Fig. 4 in    

both shape and the decreasing tendency of ESA. It    

was predicted that the addition of the ILs in the    

electrode would have less influence on the CV    

measurements. However, as shown in Fig. 6, the    

ESA obtained for the Pt/C electrode containing an    

IL decreased even more. This can be explained by    

partial coverage of the Pt surface and electrode pore    

caused by leaked ILs from the Nafion polymer in    

the electrode as well as by three mechanisms: Pt    

dissolution/redeposition, carbon corrosion, and Pt-    

Fig. 4. CVs of an electrode without an ionic liquid at 

different CV cycles (40 wt% Pt/C electrode, scan rate 

20 mV s
−1).

Fig. 5. CVs of an electrode containing an IL at different 

CV cycles (40 wt% Pt/C electrode containing the IL, scan 

rate 20 mV s
−1).

Fig. 6. Changes in ESA decrement by the number of 

cycle obtained from an electrode with different IL 

contents.
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exchange. Fig. 6 shows that the rate of decrease in         

ESA for the Pt/C electrode containing an IL was        

higher than the rate of decrease in ESA for the Pt/C          

electrode without an IL during CV cycling. Thus, as        

the cycle number increases, more IL may be leaked        

from the electrode so that the ESA loss of the Pt/C          

electrode containing an IL is greater. 

Many researchers have investigated the effect of      

the Nafion ionomer distribution in the catalyst layer       

on cell performance and improved electrode     

performance.31-33) It was also reported that optimum      

Nafion loading exists for good performance in fuel       

cells.34-36) Passalacqua et al.37) studied the effect of       

various Nafion amounts in the electrode. They      

reported that the effective area for the fuel cell        

reactions could be smaller owing to coverage of the        

active Pt surface and electrode pore for low or high         

Nafion loading in the electrode. According to the IL        

content in the electrode, it was expected that       

different volumes of IL would leak from the Nafion    

polymer. In order to clarify this expectation, the CVs    

of Pt/C electrodes with various amounts of the IL    

were observed to investigate the effect of leaked IL    

from the electrode. Fig. 7(a) shows the CVs obtained    

for Pt/ C electrodes with different IL contents.    

Typical hydrogen adsorption and desorption peaks    

similar to those shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 were    

observed. However, as the IL content increased in    

the electrode, decreasing ESA was observed as    

shown in Fig. 7(a). Thus, when the IL content in    

the electrode is high, more of the IL might be    

leaked from the Nafion polymer in the electrode. As    

a result, smaller ESA decrements were observed with     

respect to the Pt/C electrode without an IL, as    

shown in Fig. 7(b). 

Cho et al.14) investigated composite membranes    

with various ILs and IL contents. They found that    

the ability to entrap the IL in the Nafion matrix is    

poorer than in other sulfonated poly(aryl ether    

ketone) (SPAEK-6F) matrices. They also reported    

that the polymer matrix influences the performance    

of the composite membrane. The IL in Nafion-based    

composite membranes was easily leaching-out, which    

means that it is not suitable for use in actual device    

applications despite having relatively high conductivity.    

Thus, the polymer matrix also plays an important role     

in the immobilization property of ILs in composite    

membranes.

Oono et al.38) studied the influence of the phosphoric    

acid-doping level in a polybenzimidazole (PBI)    

membrane on fuel cell performance. They prepared    

PBI membranes with acid-doping levels of 65%,    

71%, 75%, and 78%. They found that there was    

insufficient phosphoric acid migrating from the PBI    

membrane to the catalyst layers to obtain a sufficient     

active area for a single cell with a doping level    

below 75%. They also reported that the catalyst    

layer was flooded with phosphoric acid that migrated    

from the PBI membrane for a single cell with a    

doping level above 75%. Thus, we needed to    

investigate the effect of leaked ILs from polymer    

electrolytes on Pt electrodes.

In order to clarify the influence of the leaked IL    

from the polymer electrolyte, the CVs of two    

simulated conditions were investigated. Fig. 8(a)    

shows the CVs obtained for a Pt/C electrode without    

Fig. 7. (a) CVs of an electrode containing various IL 

contents in the electrode and (b) the decrement of ESA 

with the content of IL in the electrode.
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an IL compared to the CVs obtained for a Pt/C         

electrode with a small amount of IL (the maximum        

volume of IL leaked from the electrode) injected into        

the supporting electrolyte. Fig. 8(a) shows the two       

peaks corresponding to the oxidation-reduction of Pt      

and the adsorption-desorption of hydrogen on the Pt       

surface. It was also observed that the ESA decrement        

rate was similar to that in Fig. 5. Thus, when a          

small volume of an IL is injected into the supporting         

electrolyte, it appears that the effect on ESA       

decrement is not serious.

On the other hand, the CVs obtained for a Pt/C         

electrode with a large volume of IL (the maximum        

possible amount of IL leaked from the polymer       

electrolyte) injected into the supporting electrolyte is      

shown in Fig. 9(a). The CV curves showed different        

features compared to the CV obtained for the Pt/C        

electrode without an IL. The CVs for the large        

volume of IL had no distinguishable peaks for       

hydrogen desorption-adsorption on the Pt surface, and      

the ESA decreased significantly, as shown in Fig.    

9(b). As shown in Fig. 10, large amounts of IL    

leakage from the polymer electrolyte showed about a    

Fig. 8. CVs of an electrode (a) with a small amount of IL 

injected into the supporting electrolyte (scan rate 

20 mV s
−1, 100 cycles) and (b) with the number of cycle.

Fig. 9. CVs of an electrode (a) with a large volume of IL 

injected into the supporting electrolyte (scan rate 

20 mVs
−1, 100 cycles) and (b) with the number of cycle.

Fig. 10. Variation of ESA decrement during the CV 

cycles obtained from the electrode in the supporting 

electrolyte with different IL contents.
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two times higher ESA decrement rate and worse       

results in electrochemical properties of the electrodes.      

It appears that when a large volume of IL leaked         

from the polymer electrolyte, the Pt surface and       

electrode pore were filled with the leaked IL.

4. Conclusion

For non-humidified and high-temperature PEFCs,    

ILs are used to replace water in the Nafion polymer.         

ILs generally show good electrochemical stability,     

high ionic conductivity, and non-flammability.    

However, when sulfonated polymers contain ILs, the      

ILs are easily leached out of the polymer matrix by         

the pairing relation reported elsewhere.14) The present      

study has investigated the effect of ILs on the        

electrochemical properties of Pt/C electrodes with     

various IL contents using CV. The cyclic voltammo-       

grams obtained for each electrode showed the typical       

peaks of hydrogen adsorption and desorption except      

for one experiment (leaked ILs from a polymer       

electrolyte as a simulated condition). As the IL       

content of the Pt/C electrode and the cycling number        

increased, the ESA decreased owing to the coverage       

of the Pt surface and electrode pores caused by        

leaked IL from the Nafion polymer as well as three         

mechanisms: Pt dissolution/redeposition, carbon   

corrosion, and place exchange. After repeated cycles,      

the CVs obtained for the Pt/C electrode containing       

an IL showed an ESA decrement rate two times        

higher than that showed for the CVs obtained for        

the Pt/C electrode without an IL. 

It could be that ILs leaked out from the IL         

composite membrane as well as from the Nafion       

polymer in the electrode. In order to clarify the        

effect of a leaked IL from a polymer electrolyte,        

CVs were produced with the injection of ILs into        

the supporting electrolyte. When a small amount of       

an IL was injected into the supporting electrolyte,       

the CVs showed typical hydrogen adsorption and      

desorption peaks. The ESA decrement rate also      

showed a similar tendency to the ESA decrement       

rate of an IL-containing electrode. However, when a       

large volume of an IL was injected into the        

supporting electrolyte, the ESA decreased more     

rapidly owing to the effect of the added ILs. It         

appears that a large amount of ILs filled the active         

site and pores of the electrode. Thus, a large amount     

of a leaked IL from the polymer electrolyte had a    

negative influence on the decrement of ESA. Finally,     

the entrapment stability of the ILs by the polymer    

matrix was important to improve the Pt/C electrode    

containing ILs. Thus, it is important to make the    

electrode and polymer electrolyte in which ILs are    

embedded with Nafion polymer as stable as possible.
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